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CALORIMETRIC STUDIES OF SINGLET-GROUND-STATE SYSTEMS 

Marilyn Wun 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Chemistry; University of California, 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Terbium ethyl sulfate and Prcu2 are examples of compounds in which 

the rare earth ions are :f,n singlet crystal field ground states and the 

exchange coupling between ions is smaller than the critical value re-

quired for magnetic moment formation. Heat capacity measurements on 

Prcu2 suggest that the singlet ground state arises from a Jahn-Teller 

distortion and give a value for the hyperfine enhancement of magnetic 

field at the nucleus. In terbium ethyl sulfate a cooperative transition 

to an ordered state is observed at 0.25 K. This transition probably 

arises from a combination of dipole-dipole and hyperfine interactions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

For a rare earth ion usually only one J multiplet is populated at 

room temperature and below, and the ion has a magnetic moment deter-

mined by J and g. Crystalline electric fields can split the 2J+l 

levels of the multiplet, and if the ion has an even number of electrons, 

it is possible for the ground level to be a non-magnetic singlet. In 

such a case magnetic moments can occur in the low temperature limit 

only if some perturbation such as an external field or an exchange 

coupling between the ions mixes higher states with the ground state. 

The former case is known as Van Vleck paramagnetism. In the latter 

case there is a critical value of the ratio of J, the exchange coupling 

parameter, to ~, the crystal field splitting, required for the appear-

ance of magnetic moments. 

If the calculated susceptibility including crystal-field effects 

but not exchange coupling is x, and the exchange effects are repre-

sented by a molecular field approximation (MFA) with A the molecular 

1 
field parameter, the observed susceptibility is X= x'/(1-AX'). For 

the special case of two singlet levels separated by an energy k~ 

magnetic moments occur only if AX' > 1 
0 

where X' is the OK value 
0 

of x', and the critical temperature below which moments appear is 

1 given by the solution of X' IX'= tanh(~/2kT). 
0 

These singlet ground state systems have attracted attention for 

several reasons: They constitute a class of systems showing coopera-

tive magnetic transitions and provide examples for testing theories of 

cooperative ordering. They have also been recognized as potentially 
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useful in the production of low temperatures by adiabatic nuclear de-

magnetization because the effective field at the nucleus is greater 

than the applied field. The enhancement arises from the hyperfine 

coupling of the nuclear moment to the Van Vleck electronic moment and 

is usually represented by a factor l+K where K is determined by the 

Van Vleck paramagnetic susceptibility and the hyperfine coupling. 

In this thesis calorimetric investigations of two singlet ground 

state systems are reported. In terbium ethyl sulfate the two lowest 

crystal field levels are singlets and all other levels are appreciably 

higher. The magnitude of J is too small to produce magnetic moments 

but both the hyperfine coupling and the dipole-dipole coupling are 

comparable with 6 and, apparently, one or the other or a combination 

of the two produces moments. 2 In PrCu2 J is also less than the 

critical value for the formation of electronic moments, but a coopera-

3 tive nuclear ordering has been reported. Presumably it arises from 

a nuclear-nuclear interaction enhanced by the hyperfine coupling of 

the nucleus to the electrons and the (subcritical) exchange coupling 

between ions. 

w 
• 
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II. PrCu
2

. 

Andres et al. 3 found a heat capacity anomaly in Prcu2 that had a 

maximum ai:ound 7K and an e~tropy close to RR.n2. Nearly temperature-

independent susceptibility be.tween 1 and 7K rules out the possibility 

of the anomaly being a precursor to magnetic order and suggests that the 

ground state is a singlet. They interpreted the anomaly as originating 

from a first excited singlet state which is separated in energy from 

the ground crystal field state by kX13K. They found the heat capacity 

of Prcu2 below 0. 5K increased with decreasing temperatures. Below 

90mK they found a faster than l/T2 dependence where a normal hyperfine 

I 
2 . 

heat capacity would have a 1 T dependence. Their susceptibility 

measurements show a maximum at 54mK in 110 Oe. The behavior of the 

heat capacity and the susceptibility together were interpreted as 

associated with a cooperative antiferromagnetic nuclear ordering. 

The Or-iginal Prcu2 sample used in our measurements, sample I, 

was prepared by melting the components in an arc furnace. The compon-

ents consisted of 40.0185 gms of 99.9% pure Pr metal and 35.8734 gms 

of a 99.999% pure Asarco copper rod. The sample was in the shape of 

a right circular cylinder about 3/4 in. in diameter and 1 in. long. 

X-ray examination of sample I showed only the PrCu2 phase. The heat 

capacity of this sample was measured in zero field from 0.3 to 20K. 

After that run, the sample cracked and the following measurements were 

made on a fragment, sample II, from the lower portion of the original 

sample. Chemical analysis on a part of sample II gave 51.90% by 

weight of Pr and 48.28% by weight of Cu. The heat capacities of 
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samples I and II were different below 3.2K, but indistinguishable be-
\ 

tween that temperature and 8K. In the following, it has been assumed 

that samples l and- II have the same heat capacity above 3. 2K. Sample 

II was measured in zero field from 0.06 to 20K, in 9 kOe from 0.13 to 

0.4K, in 10 kOe from 0.3 to 0.6K, in 20 kOe from 0.3 to 0.6 K, and in 

38 kOe from 0.38 to 20K. Saniple III was prepared by remelting and anneal-

ing sample·TI. The sample was held at 900-910°C for 45 min. ThEm at 

835-840°C for 45 min and at 800-820°C for three.days, all under vacuum. 

Sample III was measured only in zero field below 0.63K and had a 

heat capacity on the order of 20% higher than sample II. Heat capacities 

were measured as described in Appendix I. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the 7K anomaly. The data in these figures 

except for some of the high temperature zero field points which were 

taken on sample I are all on sample II~ They also include the heat 

capacity of Lacu2 used to provide a rough estimate of the electronic· 

and lattice heat·capacities of PrCu2• (See Appendix III for details.) 

The zero field 7K anomaly is approximately 25% higher than that re-
/ 

ported by Andres et al. and somewhat sharper. The anomaly is much 

sharper than a Schottky for a two-level system as shown in Fig. 2, but 

similar to anomalies which have been observed for TmVO 4 
4 and TmAsO 4 

5 

and interpreted as arising from a Jahn-Teller distortion. (The Jahn-

Teller effect is a distortion of the lattice that lifts the degeneracy 

of the two degenerate or nearly degenerate levels and produces, at 

low temperatures, a lowering of the crystal field energy.) The 

anomalies for these compounds are quite accurately reproduced by a 

... 

t 
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molecular field calculation. Our results show a broader transition than 

would be obtained by a molecular field calculation. This presumably is 

the result of inhomogeneities in the sample. The solid curve in Fig. 

2 represents a molecular field calculation for a doublet ground state 

broadened by a gaussian distribution of critical temperatures with 

TD = 7.5K and the half width in critical temperature, oTD = 0.35K to 

account for the inhomogeneities. The sum of the molecular field cal-

culation and the heat capacity of Lacu
2

'does not account for all of the 

heat capacity of Prcu2 near 8K and above. The additional substantial 

heat capacity at these temperatures is most likely due to a Schottky 

anomaly peaking around 12 or 13K. This Schottky anomaly is probably 

the result of a third crystal field state near 25K. Thus, although 

we have 'not inade a detailed,calculation, it seems probably that the 

crystal field heat capacity in the 1 to 20Kregion is the sum of a co-, 

operative Jahn-:Teller distortion involving the two lowest singlet states 

(which have a separation much smaller than 7K at high temperatures) and 

a third state near 25K (which may also be affected by the distortion). 

This interpretation i~ different from that of Andres et al. ~but is still 

consistent with the Pr ions in Prcu
2 

being in a singlet ground state at 

temperatures small compared with 7K. 

Our heat capacity results below lK for Prcu
2 

in zero appli.ed field 

and several magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 3. In this region, our 

results (on sample II) and those reported by Andres et'al. have a 

slightly different temperature dependence. They te~oit a faster 

than l/T2 dependence below about 90 mK whereas our results show a slower 

2 ' 
than a 1/T dependence above 80 mK while the few points below 80 mK 
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increase as rapidly as l/T2• Furthermore, our heat capacity results are 

lower than theirs:....-only 70% at high as O.lK. (Although our results on 

sampl~ III are higher than that on sample II, they are still substan-

tially lower than that of Andres et al.) For 0.3 ~ T ~ 0.6K and 

0 ~ H ~ 20 kOe the data are approximately represented by 

C = 0.029T + (0.003 + 7.94 x 10-5 H2
)r-

2 J/mole-K, 

where H is the magnetic field in kOe. The heat capacity increases 

in a magnetic field as one would expect for a singlet ground state. In 

this region of temperature and magnetic field the field dependent term 

can only be a hyperfine enhanced nuclear contribution, 

C/R = .! ( I+l) (l+K) 2 ( JJ H) 2 
3 I k T • 

We find for l+K, the factor by which the applied field is enhanced at 
. I I 

the nucleus, l+K = 29. This value is in reasonable agreement with 

that obtained by Andres et al. from their.analysis of nuclear magnetic 

susceptibilities below 0.5K. 

In summary, our interpretation of the crystal field heat capacity is 

substantially different from that given by Andres et al. but still 

+3 corresponds to a singlet ground state of the Pr ions in PrCu2 . The 

field dependence of the heat capacity at moderately low temperatures 

gives an enhancement factor in reasonable agreement with their value and 

therefore supports their interpretation of the susceptibility at tempera-

tures just above the maximum. Our heat capacity measurements show no 

indication of a cooperative anomaly, but they do not extend to the 

temperature of the susceptibility maximum. However, the sample de-

pendence of the low temperature heat capacity suggest the possibility 

.. 

t 
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that it is associated with a minor constituent. Obviously, measure-

ments on a more perfect sample would be of interest. 

,• 
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III. TERBIUM ETHYL SULFATE 

The two lowest energy levels of the Tb+3 -ion in terbium ethyl 

-1 6 sulfate are singlets separated by 0.4 em An EPR study of Tb-Tb 

T ·~ 
pairs in YES has shown that the only interactioi). of significance between 

3+ ' 
Tb ions is the dipole-dipole one. Susceptibility measurements show 

ferromagnetic ordering around 0.24K.2 For nearest neighbors along the 

c-axis the dipole-dipole energy corresponds approximately to 0.25K and 

it has been suggested that terbium ethyl sulfate is an example of a system 

where formation of the magnetic moments is produced·by dip6le~dip6le 

2 coupling. However, the hyperfine coupling constant is A = 0.30K (where 

AS I . z z is the hyperfine term in the Hamiltonian) so the possibility 

that the hyperfine term is important in moment formation cannot be ruled 

out. 

The heat capacity of terbium ethyl sulfate was measured between 

70 mK and 20K, but at temperatures below 0.13Kthe sample shows ex-

tremely long relaxation times--on the order of several hours. Above 

0.13K the- relaxation times were less than 10 min~ The. 1ong 

relaxation times cannot be handled with our experimental setup. Be~ 

cause of the uncertainty that these relaxation times introduce we report 

only the. results above 0.15K. The heat capacity measurements were made 

as described ;in Appendix I. (See Appendix II for details on the 

Apiezon Ngrease used as a.thermal bonding agent.) 

A considerable complication in the data is associated with an 

apparent sensitivity of the heat capacity to the loss of water bf 

hydration. This effect appeared as successive decreases in the heat 
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of the first sample from run to run. It was concluded that this effect 

was associated with the loss of water of hydration when exposed to the 

insulating vacuum of the calorimeter before cooling or when warming 

to room temperature. A second sample was obtained and care was taken 

not to expose it to the. insulating vac\lum. However, problems with the 

3 -He apparatus delayed measurements in the 0.3 to 20K region for several 

months. During that period the sample was cooled to 77K several times and 

warmed back to room temperature. After a successful experiment was finally 

carried out,the data was found to be about 2% lower than the adiabatic 

data (0.15K to 0.5K range) in the overlap range evep th_ough the above 

precautions had been taken. 

We believe that the lo~ temperature measurements on ,tll~- second 

sample give correctly the heat capacity below 0.5K. Measurements on 

the first sample show that the loss of water of hydration,has,an effect at 

all temperatures. As an approximate correction to the high temperature 

data on the second'sample we have scaled up the l/T2 term (~ee following 

description of analysis) by 2% so that the two sets of data meet. 

In the temperature region between 2 and 3.6K the data are 

represented by 

e = 1. 7560/T2 +·0.00649T3 J/mole-K 

but'in accord with the above mentioned approximation, we have used 

e = 1. 79112/T2 + 0.00649T3 J/mole-K. 

This allows us to separate the data into two contributions, the mag-

netic heat capacity~ and the lattice heat capacity e1 . Below 2K the 

magnetic heat capacity eM = e-0.00649T3 J/mole-K. Above 2K, 

2 eM= 1.79112/T J/mole-K. Below 2K the lattice heat capacity 
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CL = 0.00649T3 J/mole-K. 
2 

Above 2K CL = C-1. 79112/T J/mole-K. 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as 

. 3 ( /2/3 (C-0.00649T ) vs T and C-1.79112 T ) T vs T, respectively. Table I 

gives values of (C-1.79112/T2)/T3 from Fig. 5 at one degree intervals. 

Comparison of our results for CL with the results reported by Meyer and 

Smith8 on. several other rare-earth ethylsulfates show reasonable agree-

ment. The shape of the curve above 2K and the l'osition of the peak 

in Fig. 5 are very similar to that of Meyer and Smith's. We have· 

3 attributed the upturn in C/T reported by these authors even in non-

magnetic rare-earth ethylsulfates as an experimental error associated 

with the use of helium exchange gas. At 9K they give a lattice heat 

capacity value ·of 9.84 mJ/mole-K for ytterbium ethyl sulfate and 

8 neodymium ethyl sulfate which is in close agreement with our results 

of 9.875 mJ/mole-K at the same temperature. 

·The magnetic. heat capacity shown in Fig. 4 is consistent with 

known crystal field splittings and the previously reported susceptibility. 

A sharp peak of the kind typically associated with a cooperative 

transition is superimposed on the low temperature side of a broader 

Schottky-like anomaly that occurs at the temperature expected from 

the crystal field splitting. 

The total entropy associated with the magnetic heat capacity above 

2 0.13K (using -a 1/T extrapolation above 2K to T= 00 ) is 10.19 J/mole-K 

which is substantially more than R£n2 = 5. 763 J/mole-K expec t~d for the 

two crystal field levels alone. This is not particularly surprising 

because the formation of magnetic moments at 0.25K, the approximate 

•• , 
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temperature of the cooperative transition observed in both the heat 

capacity and the susceptibility, would produce a substantial hyperfine 

field and the npclear heat capacity should be quite appreciable at that 

''t' 
temperature and below. What is somewhat surprising, however, is that the 

entropy above 0. 25K is very Close to Rtn2. If it is assumed that some of 

the entropy below 0.25K is associated with the formation of electronic 

moments and therefore part of the Rtn2 entropy arising from the two 
) 

crystal field levels, it follows that some of the entropy above 0.25K 

must be nuclear in origin. This suggests that the hyperfine coupling 

has some role in the production of electronic moments and that the 

formation of these moments takes place partially above 0.25K, but in the 

absence .of a detailed theoretical calculation this is speculative . 

. In summary, the heat capacity measurements have confirmed the 

occurrence of cooperative ordering at 0.25K. There is some indication 

that ~he hyperfine coupling is important in this transition but a firm 

conclusion must await further theoretical developments. 
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APPEt-.'DIX I. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

Two methods of cooling were used, magnetic cooling (adiabatic de

magneti~ation apparatus) and He3 refrigeration (He3 apparatus). The 

apparatus will be described in the following two sections. 

A. Apparatus for the Temperature range from 0~06K to lK 

The adiabatic demagnetization cryostat used for measurements in the 

9 0.06K to 1 K range is described by Triplett. 

By potentiometrically monitoring a germanium resistance thermometer 

(GE1751) thermally anchored to the calorimeter, temperature drifts 

between heat capacity points (taken via the heat pulse technique) and 

rises in temperature during heat capacity points were recorded. The 

germanium thermometer (Gel751) was calibrated on the laboratory's 

temperature scale designated Tn. For details on thermometer and 

thermometer calibrations the reader is referred to the Ph.D. theses of 

10 . 11 
Bader and Conway. 

The calorimeter made of high-purity silver ends in a threaded 

bobbin to which a tapped sample or tapped sample holder (adaptor) can 

be mounted. Thermal contact between the sample and the calorimeter is 

made through the threads of the bobbin. 

A superconducting high-purity lead wire is used to make and break 

thermal contact between the cooling salt and the calorimeter. For 

. 9 ~ 
details'on calorimeter design and experimental technique see Triplett's • 

10 and Bader's Ph.D. theses. 
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B. Apparatus for.the Temperature Range from 0.3K to 20K 

For measurements in the 0.3K to 20K range He 3 refrigeration was 

used to cool the samples. 
3 . 

The He cryostat is described in references 

10 and 9. 

Here the calorimeter is made of copper and, instead of a lead switch, 

a mechanical heat switch is used to make thermal contact between the 

3 calorimeter and the pumped He used for refrigeration. A germanium 

resistance thermometer (Gel609) is. t~ermally anchored to the calorimeter 

to monitor the temperature of the sample. 'It is·also calibrated on the 

9 10 
T

11 
temperature scale. (See Triplett's and Bader's Ph.D. theses. ' ) 

C. Sample Holders (Adaptors) 

In the case of the Apiezon_N grease a small cup-like adaptor was 

fabricated. out of three thin cylinders ·of copper concentrically situated 

on and hard soldered·to a thin circular copper plate. A piece of copper 

wire connected the tapped portion of the adaptor to the c\i'p portion, 

The entire sample holder was then plated with .approximately 0 ;s 'mil 

thickness of gold. The adaptor was then measured to determine its heat 

capacity. 

The adaptor for the Prcu
2 

was machined from a rod of "as-received" 

6-9's Cominco silver to which a piece of silver foil was joined with 

milligram qu~ntities of hard-solder. The adaptor was not measured 

but assumed to be pure silver. It's heat capacity will be discussed 

in section E. 

A cell made from high-purity copper was used for the terbium ethyl 

sulfate experiments. One end of the cell was tapped so it could be 
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mounted on the calorimeter. The other end was open and had threads 

on which the bottom tapped plate could be mounted. Inside the cell 

small amotints of hard-solder were used to attach small copper fins 

for better thermal contact to the sample. The sample was packed in 

the cell and the bottom plate mounted. The cell was not measured but 

assumed to be pure copper. It's heat capacity will be discussed in 

section E. 

D. Heat Capacity Calculations 

The heat capacity of a sample is given by 

C = (CTotal - CAddenda)/n 

where CTot;l is the total measured heat capacity, CAddenda is the sum 

of the heat capacity of the empty calorimeter, an adaptor (if there is 

one), and of any thermal bonding agents used, and n is the number of 

moles or grams of sample (depending on whether it is more convenient 

to have the sample on a per mole basis or per gram basis). The heat 

capacity contributions of the addenda will now be discussed separately. 

E. Heat Capacity of the Addenda 

The heat capacity of the empty copper calorimeter is given by 

where 

bi = 1,2,3,5,7, and 9. 

A was determined graphically and the B. coefficients were determined by 
l. 

I 2 
a least squares fit to the data after the A(H)/T term was subtracted. 

2 ' . 
The coefficient of the 1/T term was found to be a function of the 
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applied field, H, so 6(T,H) is also a function of field. (See ref. 10.) 

A 6-table w·as constructed by reading values of 6 at intervals of 

log10T(K) from a smooth curve drawn through a graph o~ the fractional 

differences [6(T)] between the sample heat capacities, C, and C as a 
c 

function.of the logarithm of the temperature. Interpolations done on 

this 6-table give the desired 6(T) values. 

The heat capacity of the copper sample holder is 

CAdaptor = C~ (1+6 (T)] 

3· 

' ' where c~ =- L' B2i+l TZi+l. 

i=O 

The coefficients, BZi+l' were determined by a least squares fit 

to the data. A 6-table for the adaptor was constructed in the same. 

manner as discussed above. 
I 

The heat capacity of the silver adaptor was calculated from 

CAg = [ f:~ Bi T2i+l] • X 

which was obtained by least-squares fitting to (a) the smoothed data 

. 12 
for 1 ~ T ~ 5 K ,generated from Ah~er's equation and multiplied ~y 

the factor 0.994 to join Martin's data in the overlap region and 

~b) Martin's13 smoothed data for 3 ~ T ~ 30 K. A 6-table was not 

constructed from the fractional differences to improve the determina-

tion of CAg as this would pro~ably reflect Martin's temperatUJ;e scale 

which most likely is slightly different from that used here. The 

weight of the adaptor in terms of the number of inoles was used for 

X. (The coefficients of the equation are on a per mole of Ag basis.) 
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The heat capacity of the copper cell was calculated from 

3 
CC = [yT + L BiT

2
i+l] (l+~(T)) · Y 

u i=l 

which was obtained by least-squares fitting of data taken on a rod 

of high-purity Asarco copper which had been annealed and then melted. 

(See Triplett's Ph.D. thesis for details on the Asarco rod.) For Y, 

the number of moles of copper, the weight of the copper cell was· used, 

ignoring milligram quantities of hard solder. The value of y was 

determined graphically and the Bi coefficients were determined by 

least-sqtJares fitting of the data after the yT term had been subtracted. 

This forces the fractional differences at the low temperature end to 

go to zero. The data on the Asarco rod covered the region from 0.3K 

to 20K. This method allows one to use just the determined equation· 

(i.e. no 6-table) in regions below 0.3K. A ~-table was constructed 

in the same manner as discussed above. 

The equation: 

was used in the LaCu
2 

analysis but in the Prcu2 analysis the approximate

ly 50 milligramquantities of GE7031 varnish used contributed a 

negligible amount to the heat capacity so it was not corrected for. 

For Z the number of grams of GE7031 used was entered. For details on 

10 the origin of this equation see Bader's Ph.D. thesis. 
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APPENDIX II. THE HEAT CAPACITY OF APIEZON-N GREASE 

Apiezon grease is frequently used to make thermal contact a~ 

cryogenic temperatures. However, the addition of the thermal bonding 

agent contributes to the total heat capacity measured. To get a more 

accurate'picture of the heat capacity of the system, the contribution 

due to the grease must be subtracted. To facilitate this, the specific 

heat of Apiezon-N grease was measured in the temperature region from 

0. 4K to 20K and, subsequently, fitted to a polynomial in powers of 

temperature, T(K), by a least-squares method. 

The measurement on the Apiezon N grease was carried out in the 

He3 cryostat and calo.rimeter as described in Appendix I of this text. 

At the lowest temperatures the accuracy of the measurement was 

limited by the heat capacity of the calorimeter, sample holder, etc. 

The heat capacity of the grease was 4.7% of the measured heat capacity 

at 0.4K, 9.9% at l.OK, 46.7% at 4.0K, and 35.5% at 20K. We expect an 

overall accuracy in the measured heat capacity of the order of 1%. 

The results above lK are shown in Fig. 6 as C/T3 vs T, and below 

2 1.4K in Fig. 7 as C/T vs T • The data below 0.8K suggest a weaker than 

.T3 temperature dependence, but the deviation from T3 is not much 

greater than the uncertainty, and the accuracy is certainly not high 

enough to distinguish between, for example, a constant term or a linear 

term. Because of the uncertainty in the correct extrapolation of the 

data to OK, several representations of the data have been developed. 

Since for our immediate applications (to the measurements on terbium 

ethyl sulfate) even a linear term of 0.015T mJ/gm-K would be negligible, 
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3 we have used only T extrapolations to OK. Table II gives smoothed 
~ 3 

values of C/T from the curve through the data in Fig. 6. Equation (1) 

is an approximation to the data in the region lK to 20K which has been 

forced 3 to go to zero as 0.0261 T . 

B T3 
9 b 

c = + LBT i (1) c,grease 1 i . 
i=2 

where c . c,grease is in mJ/g-K, and 

Bl = 0.0261 

B2 = 9.953004 X 10..,.5 

B3 = -2.2604 X 10-4 

B4 = 4.45336 X 10-4 

B = ~1.24733 X 10-4 
5 

B6 = 1.338402 X 10-5 

B7 = -5.63988 X 10:-7 

B8 = 5.02937 X 10-lQ 

and B9 = -3.0663 X 10-lJ 

with bi = 4,5,6;7,8,9,11,13. 

The deviations from Eq. (1), shown in Fig. 8, were used together with 

Eq. (1) in the terbium ethyl sulfate experiments. Equation (2) 

represents a least-squares fit to the data in which none of the co-

efficients were fixed. 

c' c,grease 

where C' is in mJ/g-K, and c,grease 

(2) 

. 



.. 

0 0 0 0 A .. 

and 

with 

It represents the 

Bl 

B2 

B3 

B4 

B5 

B6 

B7 

B8 

bi 

t). 
' ~ 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 
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2. 80019 X 10-2 

-4.87887 X 10 -3 

3.81416 xil0-3 

-9.07297 
. ..;.4 

X 10 

9. 76 703 X 10-5 

-5.23844 X 10-6 

1. 21072 X 10-7 

-3.12038 x lo-ll 

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,11. 

data between lK and 20K to within ± 1%. 
. 3 

Other measurements near 1K have given a heat capacity of 0.0325T 

14 
mJ /g-K forApiezon N grease. The only other measurements of its heat 

' 15 
capacity appear to be in the region above 80K. . Measurements on 

Apiezon T grease have shown a similar temperature dependence, but some-

16 what greater in magnitude. 
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APPENDIX III. THE HEAT CAPACITY OF Lacu
2 

The heat capacity ·of Lacu2 was measured between 0. 4 and 20K to 

provide a basis for a crude estimate of the lattice and electronic 

heat capacities of Prcu2 • Although Lacu2 has the hexagonal AlB2 

structure which differs from that of the neighboring RECu2 compounds 

17 ' 18 
which have the CeCu2 structure, it is related to them by a distortion. 

It seems to provide as good a basis for comparison as would a compound 

with the same structure and substantially different atomic masses. The 

density of Lacu2 is somewhat lower than that obtained by extrapolation 

in the series SmCu
2

, NdCu2 , Prcu2 , CeCu2 • Its lattice heat capacity 

might be expected for this reason (apart from differences associated 

with the different structures) to be somewhat higher than that of 

PrCu2 • 

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig;. 9 and 10 as 

C/T vs T2 and (C-yT)/T3 vs T. The heat capacity of the LaCu
2 

was 

18.7% of the measured heat capacity at 0.44K, 16.7% at l.OK, 

14.2% at 5.0K, and 15.7% at 20K. 
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APPENDIX IV. DATA SHEETS 

.• 



T(K) 

• 322 50 
.34633 
.?7955 
.41448 
.45461 
.50116 
.55423 
• 61552 
.68815 
• 7513 0 
.81551 
.88101 
.93158 
.99186 

1.05401 
1.12363 
1.19722 
!.27141 
1.35776 
1.44213 
1.51673 
1. 575<H3 
1.66001 
1.75011 
1.85072 
1.99497 
2.16505 
2.31446 
2.45623 
2.59481 
2. 73094 
2.90587 
3.10635 
3.31672 
3.54627 
3e80314 
4.09848 
4.40236 
4.52093 
4.72954 
4.93064 
5.10740 
5.36437 
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:prcu 2--sarnple·r 

zero field 

0.32 t 20K 

C(J/rnole-K) 

.03104 

.02881 

.02639 

.02459 
• 02321 
•. 02240 
• 02197 
.02223 
.02321 
.02456 
.02631 
.02840 
.03037 
.03344 

.• 03712 
• 042 50/ 
.04935 
.05851 
.07256 
.09055 
.11065 
.12939 
.16113 
.20299 
.25964 
.36358 
.51933 
.68752 
.87251 

1.07562 
1.29620 
1.61025 
2.00958 
2.46622 
2.99865 
3.61858 
4.35880 
5.13321 
5.43698 
5.9A832. 
6.50230 
6.94520 
-7.56042 

T(K) 

5.47811 
5.82002 
6.21655 
6.21780 .· 
6.62112 
7.04804 
7.60474 
8.:.H208 
9.15549 
9.97084 

10.85784 
12.04275 
13.38498 
14.49486 
15.63591 
16.7842 8 
11.83098 
18.80518 
19.69876 

C(J/rnole-K) 

7.84632 
8.63815 
9.49927 
9.50219 . 

10.22599 
10.39043 
6. 75484 
4.99140 
4.77392 
4.74026 
4.80150 
5.02977 
5.43264 
5.88474 
6.49863 
7.17002 
7..,AQ2l$3 
8.62737 
9.30163 
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PrCu 2--Sample II 

zero field 

0.06 - 0.9K 

T (K) C(J/mole.:.K) 

.06171 .34032 

.06542 .29338 
~ 06961 .. 26321 
.07437 .23349 
.07672 .21663 
.07-962 .20722 
.08409 .18749 
.08556 .18577 
.09i59 .16713' 
.09220 .16763 
.09941 .15162 
.09997 ;.14964 
.10000 • 14861 

. 
_.10373 .14370 
.10737 .13776 
.10937 .13389 

' .10937 .13441 
.11613 .12511 
.11984 .11957 
.11990 .11839 
•12172 .11797 
.12576 .11349 
.13154 •10702 
.13165 .10723 
.13496 .10446 
.14493 .09633 
.14704 .09520 
.15940 .08610 
.16417 .08398 
.17559 .07683' 
.18148 .07443 
.19368 .06843 
.20130 .06567 
.20511 .064 76 
• 21363 .05707 
.22384 .05795 
.22825 .05715 
.23701 .05411 
.23705 .05402 
.25154 .05058 
.25432 .04976 
.26243 .04799 

T (K) · C(J/mole-K) 

.26246 .04794 

.28066 .04438 

.28408 .04394 

.29091 .04245 
e3l866 • 03796 
.31988 ' .03837 
.-32214 .03797 
.35698 .03421 
• 35729 .03320 
.36057 .03368 
.39533 .03085 
.39782 .03088 
.41306· • 02975 
.44757 .02809 
.46965 .02726 
.50440 .02649 
• 52918 .02611 
.56007 .02592 
.58713 • 0258-. 
.61949 .02608 
.68315 .02699 
.73822 .0282-. 
.79684 .03006 
.85547 .03232 
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PrCu 2--Sample II 

zero field 

0.33 - 8.2K 

T(K) C(J/mole-K) T(K) C(J/mole-K) 

e33036 • 03706 4.79002 6.16597 
.33047 .03691 5.19979 7.19637 
.·36582 .03334 5.63645 6.23842 
.36007 .03213 6.12041 9.32461 
.407~2 .03014 6.57221 10.17510 
~42150 .02933 6.76669 !0.47669 
.44871 .02607 6.82192 10.48157 
.45911 .02768 6.86251 10.51320 
.486'36 .02685 6.91568 10.54416 
• 4993 6 .02660 6.94765 10.54072 
.53297 .02605 6.98063 10.53436 
.583'75 .02576 7.01472 10.51006 
.62957 .02602 7.0~001 10.50198 
.67869 .02674 7.08588 10.42044 
.72621 .02781 7.12122 10.34503 

/ .77625 .02924 7.15724 10.23777 
~ 62653 .03097 7.19465 10.05568 
.88249 .03322 7.23333 9.85779 
.~13188 .03552 7.26986 9.60695 

1.00035 .03978 7.30757 9.18328 
1.07712 .04539 7.35087 6.60778 
1., 613 4 .05341 7.39625 7.64639 
1.25246 .06499 7.45010 6.99524 
1.34564 .08095 7.49973 6.39369 
1.43894 .10246 7.54597 6.01208 
1.52770 .12831 7.59336 5.73690 
1.63774 .16785 7.64343 5.58110~ 

1.75428 .22224 7.69506 5.47407 
1.84944 .27773 7.74829 5.29309 
1.86806 .29029 7.80223 5.34429 
1.94701 .34632 7.85590 5.27432 
2.05264 .43324 7.90955 5.22643 
2.15866 .53561 7.96339 5.17485 
2.27258 .66022 6.02001 5.12560. 
2.40630 .82919 8.07791 5. 09303 
2.56312 1.05338 8.13632 5.05370 
2.73362 1.32975 8.21454 5.02391 
2.92854 1.68174 
3.16851 2.16817 
3.43163 2.75648 
3.7.0371 3.40454 
4.02087 4.32845 
4.39542 5.14547 
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PrCu 2 

9 kOe 

0.13 - 0.41K 

T(K) C(J/mole-K) 

.13493 

.14344 

.15599 

.16891 
.18237 
.19635 
.21223 
.23078 
• 25162 
.27289 
.29438 
.31824 
• 34538 
.37633 
.41071 

.• 42642 
.38476 
.33303 
.29060 
.25455 
.22434 
.19657 
.17064 
.14 795 
.12890 
.11351 
.10027 
• 08~762 
.07646 
.06708 
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PrCu 2 
10 kOe 

0.31 - 0.64K 

T(K) C(J/Ho1e-K) 

.31052 .125i.G 

.3245~; .ll'tf;J 

.34227 .. lOl>-89 

.36152 .09562 

.38252 .08710 
·'·0713 .07f\B9 
.43622 .070')9 
.. 4701t9 .06371 
.5l2lt3 .0573'.: 
• 56 792 .0511.5 
.63245 .,04671 

PrCu2 

20 kO,e 
I 

0.32 - 0.62K 

TOO 

.32689 

.34003 

.35876 
• 3"f939 
•. .tt022 5 
.42803 
.45695 
.48900 
.52469 
.56669 
.61424 

C(J/Ho1e-K) 

.33616 

.3llfJ2 

.28192 

.25379 

.22780 

.20320 

.10063 

.16065 

.14215 
~"121t95 
.10986 
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38 l<:Oe 

0.38 - 20K 

TOO C ( J I !·1o 1 e- K ) TO~) C(J/Hole-K) 

• 3850 :J, .fJ616l s.<Jrnr:., 1.68CJ<J2 

.4051.6 .87081 6 • 06(1 1t 1t e G 1, (t t -~~ o 

.41"/0') .82930 6.l6SH9 8 .. 6590(> 

.43066 .77624 6.3'1420 8.'J2l93 

• 't56l3 .70298 6. ~) 3 CJO.tt 9~1.2286 

o47239 .65~47 6.8f-~22 9. 0031t9 

.5022B .58993 6. 97 88•1 8. 7 7 ~)lt2 

:.52199 • 51t 1t03 7.21012 8c 33875 
• 55 79tr .48453 7 .. ~5 7"76 (} 7"Ul079 
.58007 ·':4706 7.80tt8l 6.~3'-tOtO 

.62C:i3l .39173 7 .. 98'i3tl 6.53469 

.fl5159 • 36 L57- . 8.435!it 6.ll3Jl 

.71302 e307UO 8·. 67't99 5 .. 93555 
o73776 .213863 8.89364 ~. 1"(05') 

.82258 • 23'1364 9 .. ')?.051 5 .. <)1022 

.R?fH)A ~~-~4A<1 ~(.)_ 50!.??9 S • 3 1t (-} ~~ ~ 

• 9216 8 .19609 l J. .. 55!.:-~>6 ~.40839 

1.02919 • .16725 12 .. 5()813 5 .. 601t42 
1. ! 5't2'< .l't594 13 .. 66023 5.93}83 
1.29283 .13'572 J.lt ,. 6 i O£D 6.35895 
1. 1d Ul2 .13877 15 • 69!r 10 6.89202 

·l • .:J6.00l .15:H7 16. 79?n9 7. 5 1t3Z6 
h.6132l .17886 lOe00?."/5 8 .. 37539 
1.81410 .22652 19.2663'5 8. 76626 
1.96825 .30205 
2o1l994 ·'•0255 
2.288~2 • .54487 
2 .. 45578 • 7 2 004 
2.58918 .88157 
2. 7lt01+8 1 .. 09 2't0 
2.96489 1.ft4722 
3.21810 1.91127 
3. 4·3 708 2.35398 
3.6495lt 2.0l<J39 
3.88243 3.35440 
4.10701 3.08360 
4.3356') 4.43068 
4.66723 5.26'~75 

4.03029 5.6fJ703 
5.07983 6.20454 
5.24420 6.69776 
5. 5 0 1~8 1i 7. 2 74't5 
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PrCu 2--Sample III 

zero fi~ld 

0.06 - 0.63K 

TC K) c (J/MOLE..,.K) 

.064t7 '.34804 

.06689 .33999 

.07044 .31411 

.07456 .28281 
• 07921 .24845 
.C8268 .23638 
.08411 .22841 
.08420 .22755 
.08840 • 21498 
• 0912 5 .20859 
.09431 .19536 
.10014 .17952 
.10237 .17414 
.10632 .16589 
.11311 .15351 
.11805 .• 14394 
.12082 .14057 
.12902 .12 867 
.13751 .11850 
.16243 .09657 
.19252 .07815 
.23050 .06323 
.27047 .05212 
.30888 .04512 
.34899 .03961 
.38084 .03644 
.39084 .03562 
.41680 .03369 
.43943 .03260 
.44514 .03213 
.45430 .03176 
.47659 .03133 
.47849 .03150 
.49446 .03073 
.50927 .03037 
.55532 .02993 
.59073 .03013 
• 62.578 .02693 



T(K) 

.155tl() 

.1(,379 

.171(,5 

.1F21G 

.18021 
• 18 211 It 

.1872') 

.1941!1 

.19659 
• 19 991t 
.2051-t8 
• 210 5 <) 

.21199 
• 21521 
.2195'1 
.?..2372 
• 22 512 
.22711 
oL30Q6 
.23131-J~ 

• 23287 
.. 

oL3355 ~·: 

•2"J575 -:: 
.2J86')~': 

.23886 
• 23940 ~·: 

.24013 -1: 

.24081 ~·: 
• 2.t• 14 9 ,-: 
.24?20 ~·: 

.2423i 

.2428') ~·: 

• z'tt355 -J:· 
.2442?. ~·, 

• 24485 -:: 
.245?7-1: 
• 2't61tJ 
.24644 ~': 

.24162 ';'( 

• 2't809 -;': 

• 1. ') Q?. It ';·~ 

.2')151 ':1': 

2 f) 6 7 6 
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Terbium Ethyl Sulfate 

zero field 

0.15 - Q.SK 

··,•' 

C(J/mole-K) 

4.<J?Il04 
4. 3(,496 
4.CJ/093 
4.94367 
5. 11 Ott 0 
5.1-1?.73 
5.32:,7l) 
5.670~~0 

5. B1t 1't9 
6.0'>757 
6.41513 
6.88567 
7. )3 727 
"1. 3H39,.1 
7.83760 
8.41012 
8. 0 16l't 
8.99411 
9.52619 
9.64634 

10.09355 
9.83556 

10 ·'•0855 
10.90512 
11.58049 
10.89048 
11.57286 
11.91685 
11. tl't 159 
11. 4R639 
12.50060 
12.13046 
12.056')2 
12.29138 
12.06581 
11.13633 
9.86026 
7.74628 
6.47704 
6.06195 
6. OfJ'HO 
5.920BO 

T(K) 

.2r.>l63 
• ?. ~) ?..1 7,': 
• 2',~.~-) r-:: 
• 2 ~i ') ~ D ,., 

• 2,l.) u ;~it ':I': 
.2591t"f1: 

o L ')C) IJ 2 
• 26 ;)9 ~~':· 
0 26226~': 

• 263[\(d: 
• 2£;5<)2~': 

.u,a'j3 

.26857-1: 

.27179'1: 

. ') 7 c; !, r:, ~': 

.zsocz-:: 

.28 1186 

.2H607 

.2<J42l 

.30~5? 
.31458 
.32 1t91 
.33538 
.34~65 

.35686 

.37071 

.3!3tt67 

.39882 

.4l't53 

.4310') 
• 4 1t-851 
.46528 
.483H~ 

• 49 87 't 

C(J/mole-K) 

~ 6 <J8[,65 
~) • 8 c:; ') 0 -~ 
~. tU -r A fl 
~> • 7 9 2. E 5 
~). 61 3 1 3 
~j.655l6 

l:).?5144 
~).62296 

:,.60011 
5.46239 
!) • 1t5507 
5. 1-dl03 
5.440il8 
5.1t4j6!. 
S.320g"f 
5.3!:~!~1") 

5.22365 
5.0"5036 
5.1'l't01 
:l.l41)9G 
5.J3853 
1t.'-:15140 
4. 87 "/96 
4. 79622 
1+. -/4000 
4.67597 
4.58528 
4.4947't 
4.40098 
'•· 30214 
4.21192 
4.11352 
3.99051 
3.87756 
3.78304 

~·: small /::, T points 
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Terhiu".l Ethyl Sulfate 

zero field 

0. 38 - l9K 

TCO C;1 CL c"'(i/mole-K) 
.~.o al 

• :i3619 4.50044 .00038 lt.50082 
•'+096 1- 4.3'+981 .1004~ 4 •. 35026 
• 4 3 86 ~) 4.15673 .00055 1+.15128 
.47 1t35 3.93233 .00069 3. CJ3)02 
.517S1 3.66590 • OOO<JO 3.66680. 
• 52'51-tO 3.61094 .00094 3.61188 
• 5 ., 01 (, 3.33084 .001.20 3.33201-t 
.5708.1 3.323~ 1t • 00 Ul 3.32-1-74 
• 6 30 2 l 2.98')03 • 00162 2.99066 
;;63780 2. 95't27 .00168 2.9559:5 
.70.H(~ 2.61408 .00226 2. {J1634 
.-11894 2.54370 .00241 ? • 54611 
.7d954 2.23126 .00319 2.z;,:.-45 
.80061 2.19028 • 00333 2.19361 
.882B7 1.88172 .00447 1.88618 
.88850 1.86659 .00455 1.87114 
• 97328 1.62623 .0059~ 1.63221 

t"'\n'"ln-, 1.57427 .00&37 l.j8J0-1-.. t# .IJ ;,/.I 

1.07.484 1.38787 .00806 1.3CJ593 
1. t0791 1.31951 • 0088) l.32B34 
1.Ff213 1.19885 .01045 1.20930 
1.22723 1.10833 .01200 1.12032 
1.26011 1.06089 .01299 1. 07 388 
1.2t:Jl23 1.02893 .01365 1. v~ 258 
1. 35809 ;.92631 .01626 .94257 
1.37177 .91036 .01675 .92712 
1.45016 .81182 .02012 • 83 1 9 1t 
1.50719 .76724 • 02222 .78946 
1.51976 .75603 .02278 .!7881 
1.58553 .69821 .02587 .72408 
1.70131. .61287 .03196 .64483 
1. 72680 .59502 .03342 • 62 84't 
1;.66492 .51326. • 04209 .55536 
1.8'125() .50047 .04399 .54446 
1.9~.J81J • 44 734 .05177 .• 49911 
2.14410 .38961 .06514 .45476 
2.27608 • 345 74 .00053 .42627 
2.33371 .32808 .08705 .41592 
2.42791 .30385. .09351 

' .3<J736 
2.56950 .27129 .• 11052 .38180 
2.58522 .26800 .11498 .38297 
2. 7149 "i .24300 .13053 .37353 
2. 82 341 .224&9 .14593 • .37062 
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Terbium Ethyl Sulfate--0.38 - l9K (cont.) 

'f(K) en c L 
c (J/mole-K) 
Total 

2. 8 1t6 3lt .2210d .l't860 ~36968 
3.0256 1t .19565 ·.17622 .311138 
3.07439 .1a950 .1Bf28 • :3/ ;) 7 8 
3.111422 • 116£)5 .20906 .38:>71 
3. 31. :~:56- .163.13 .23413 .-~912.6 

3.38102 .15611 .25007 .406;.:'0 
3. 55 1t2 2 .1'tl79 .29059 • 43 ?31 
3.57227 .14036 .2<;-!84 .4-3820 
3.72835 .12885 .33637 .46522 
3.82 1tl4 .1224B .37016 • 4 9 2.(:.4 
3.89260 .11821 .39038 .50859 

.4.03943 .10977 .44526 • 55503 
4.11582 .10573 .46605· • 5-!1 7 8 
4.29960: .19689 • !5't64~ o6LtJ}8 
4.351~3 .09459 • 56 1t81 • 6 5 '11t0 
It • It 7 3 52 .08950 • 62 300 .71250 
4.5-l90J .08542 .68ttl7 • 76960 
4.58152 .08533 .67910 .76443 
4. 6201 l .08391 .71576 .79967 
4.824-{3 .07694 .32242 .89936 
4.89011 .07490 ~A7~9Y .9LrG89 

-·-~4.··a(;no3 .01466 • a 7 :tv i .948(;7 
5.08158 .06936 1.00(}24 1.·07flb0 
5. 36694 • 116"218 1.21-(82 1.28000 
5.45696 .06015 1.29103 1.35118 
5.75522 .05408 1.57166 1.62574 
5.30697 -.!) 5 312 1.61843. 1.671S4 
6.11464 .04791 f.96116 2.00907 
6ol'i39'} .04745 2.00558 2.05303 
6o58J9CJ .04132 2.58986 _2.63118 
7.00680 .03648 3.19055 3.22703 
7.17046 .'13484 3.46111 3.4959't 
7.48223 .03199 3.97430 4.00629 
7. 70't76 .03017 4.36565 4. 39')83 
7.98536 .0280') 4.1)3178 4.95987 
8.19570 .02667 5.36150 5·. 38816 
8.48868 .02486 6.01629 6.14115 
8.66805 .02383 6. 4Lt459 6.46843 
8.99075 .02216 7.15840 7.18056 
9.16125 .0213't 7.54686 7.5&8.?.0 
9.60669 .01941 8.73319 8.75260 
9.81'709 .01858 9.28115 9.29<J74 

10.36856 .01666 10.77458 10.79124 
10. 633ft 9 .01584 11.'>2200 11.53792 
11. 11681 .01449 13.00313 13.02262 
11.41107 .01376 '13.89431 13.90807 
11.85104 .01275 15 ~ 24 1t2 3 15.25698 
1.?.19231 .01205 16.3'tbll 16.35816 
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TerLiu111 Ethyl Sulfate--0.38 - 19K (cont.) 

CL (' (J/rnole-K) 
T(K) c~r '"'Total 

12. 5't9 7 1i .01137 1 7. 54 ~i 9 3 I..,. 55 ~3 0 . 
12.9359l • 01070 lH.H~i677 10.0671-t., 
l3.?H31J .01015 20.03't6l 2 0 • \ Jlt lt ., 6 
1.1. H30')d • 00936 22.09613 22. tOS 1i9 
14. 1 '• 5 B a .00895 2 3. ?..3't9-, 2 3. 2 1t3Y2 
1'1.13'5405 .00812 25.87294 25.8Bl06 
15.10243 .00177 27.23227 2 7. 2'tOC't 
15. '89B 15 .00709 30.15372 30.16501 
16. 1914 ') .0()68::\ .31.19554 31.20237 
16. <J797 J .00621 3't.585o6 34.59187 
17.10071 .00607 3S.-i-0608 35.41215 
10.0B877 .00547 39. 361tl6 39.~6963 
18.36330 .00531 4().62545 40.63Jl6 
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Terbium Ethyl Sulfate 

zero field 

0.38 - 20K 

· . .I 

T(K) , C(J/Hole-K) T(K) C ( J n1ole-K) 
I 

.3B679 4 • .tt 12 57 2"' 7149 -~ .:~63i"T 

.40962 4.26497 2 .. H234l • 3(~62 )_ 

01;-3005 4.075Tl- 2. H463tf' • 3{~_5 3 1;. 

e It 7 t~ 3 5 3.85592 3 ~ 02 56'~ • 3 6 n lJir 

.51757 3. 5<J 1t9 2 3o0743'J .31307 
... 52 !> 1t 0 3. 5'tl 00 3 .. 1.8422 e 3 n-~: 2'~ 

• 51016 3.26673 3.:H357 .39!;06 

• 57 08 3 3.2595B 3.3G702 .403lt7 

.6302L 2.93205 3.55423 ·'•295~) 

.;.63780 2.89803 3,.Cj722l .435.1:') 

.70316 2.56SOG 3 .. 72836 .46210 
• 7 1'8'}4 2.4962't 3. 82'd·+ • 1t90Z It 

• 7895 1-t 2.19070 3.09260 .50621 
.8006l 2.15066 4. 0391t3 .5:>287 

.• 88287 1. 81t929 4.,1.1582 .56971 
.88850 1.8345<'~ ...... 2'1960 .6<'ti:,g 

.97328 1.60032 ,_.., 35153 • 65754 

.99393 1.54977 4 .. 47352 .7t07'> 

1.~7484 1 • .36872 4. 579CH e 76792 

1. 10 791 1. 302't 7 - ,, • 5 815 2 .76216 
lol7213 1 .. 10579 4a62018 .79802 
1.?.2723 1.09859 1h U2't 13 .. 8~J7~l5 

1 .. 26011 1. 05 308 1;.89011 • 94 ·r·=tZ 
11.28123 1.02241 4.09cHB • 9'+ "/21 
1. 35809 .92441 5. 08158 l.0772 1t 

1. 3"( 1 .,., .9092-, 5.36694 1.2'[878 

1.45816 .81602 5.456<J6 1.35000 
1.50719 • 7 7't4l 5.J5522 1.62463 
1.51976 .76399 5.80697 1.67050 
1.58553 • 71039 6.11464 2.00313 
1.70131 .63282 6.14399 2.o:->21o 

1.72680 .6167"/ 6.50399 2.63037 
1.86't92 .54529 7.00600 3.22631 
1.89250 .53465 7. l70lt6 3. 1t95Z6 
1.99813 .49034 7.48228 4.00566 
2.09495 .49992 7.70476 '4. 3952'• 
2. 14'• 1 0 .41t712 7.98536 4.95932 
2.2760[) • 1tl949 6.19571 5.38764 
2.33371 .40948 8.408~8 6.01t066 
.2.42791 .39140 8.66885 6.461()6 
2.56950 • 316 1•8 8.99075 7.1HOl2 
2.58522 .37172 9.!6125 1. 56rtu 
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Terbium Ethyl Sulfate--0.38 - 20K (cont.) 

T(K) C(J/Hole-K) T(K) C(J/Mole-K) 

9o(l()(;,;.9 u .. 7:)222 l'•· l't589 2J.2't37:.; 
9.6l709 9. ?_ 'J 'i ·:, 7' 1.4.05110:, ?~:i. oOCYil 

l 0 • 3 {J ~J :~ () l 0" "i'.HJ92 15.182•d 2. 7 • 2 ) 9 [:. ~) 
lO. 63Y;o ll • ') 3 7\';. 1 l5.8<JB16 30.16563 
ll.llGG? l3c-02234 16. i<H50 31o202.:!it 
ll.itllOIJ 13.90T3l l6.9T<Jll 3ft. 591 7') 
lt.a~to•:; 15.25613 l7.l.H072 35., 1tl2Ct.-
12.19232 16.3~>793 u>.oue77 39 .. 3695} 
12 .. '54<)7-'t 17.~)5~)08 lH.36331 'tO .. 63 066 
12.935S'iJ 18.C6727 19.19117 43.98559 
13 .. 263l'~ 20. Ottlt51 19.'64302 '•6. 30169 
13.830'.>9 22.10531 
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Apiezon N Grease 

zero field ., . 

0.39 - 20K 

T(K) C(mJ/Hole-K) T(K) C(mJ/!-!ole-K) 

• 3922 8 ·.ol:i22 lc.l'tl51 .. 03tl7R 
.41322 .00 1~40 1.15565 .04C!eb 
.431"71 .ooecA 1.17755 • 04.Wl 
.44624 .00571 1.19371 .0467? 
.45939 • 006f3l 1.;2325') • 060't9 
.479"(9 .007'tl 1.23333 .0~240 

.49333 .00636 1.25109 .05281. 

.51565 .00709 1..27411 .04899 

.53275 .00602 1.30433 .05639 
• 54 771 .00')78 I. Jtt"ll8 • 06 34'-~-
.57619 • 00 601t l .. 1:rl034 .. O-f353 
.58917 .00877 1 .. 42036 .0-!131 
.6024-H .00716 1.4551t9 • 0 "f2ll 
.60213 .00854 l.o 1t71l9 .OHu90 
.62005 .00758 l. CJOO'j ·r ~09028 

.63942 .00051 ' r: , .1.. ' 1" 
n ,., -? ~ • .,. 

••J•-L• eV\..IV-rJ 

.65329 • 0 ll 02 1 .. 5305 7 ~o97CO 

.65 7tv~ .00896 1~53909 .09791 

.6702ft .01077 1.57627 .. 0988;~ 
o68l5Z .01065 l. 5 <J ~) 1 1 .10881 
• 7032 3 .00912 10 6l81t0 • 11502 
• 722BO • 01162 l .6 344 5 .. 11511 
.73013 .ott26 1.65691 .. 12168 
.75812 .01128 1.70108 .13451 
.77283 .01351 1.78982 .15525 
.79359 • 013~-0 1. 87783 .18016 
.80093 .01348 1.96594 .20p3H 
.81971 .01381 2.04999 .23518 
.83611 .01572 2.15315 .27418 
.85366 .01692 2.23743 .31210 
• 858'd .O't095 2.25496 .316 1+7 
.87065 .01833/ 2.33949 .36057 
.88802 .01952 2.38744 .38269 
.89374 .01937 2. 1t4919 .42203 
.92844 .02198 2.46657 .431~2 

.96320 .02555 2.55042 .48099 
• 99078 • 026CJ9 2. 6 7349 .56366 

1.02136 • 0313 7 2.78187 .63631 
1.04104- .029't0 2.88846 ~70822 
1.07018 • 0"31!·05 2.97l't0 .70724 
1.11431 .02707 3.03804 • 8480'6 
1.12152 .03'1&0 3.13002 .93045 
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Apiezon N Grease--0.39 - 20K (cont.) 

T(K) C(rnJ/Hole-K) T(K) C(mJ/Hole-K) 

3.25373 1.05375 Ho 13561-t .4. '-J/1 Vt 
3.36594 l.. l 7Tfl 8. !:fJ,6i3 l 6 • fj(, .; ~ ') 
3. 4B6fl8 1 .. J202() 8 .. 72889 17 .. 14?<:'.. 
3.664?0 1.51~7!7 9c2152f 20.I.2't92 

3. 86239 l.DZll6 9.,3Lt!t60 2 0 • 7 f: ? ltf:l 

4. 02 ~)/tl• 2.07265 9. <]I,.H4 0 24. 0?327. 
4.25796 2.44513 10 .. 02285 24. 48(, ·r5 
4.43766 2.78990 10.70433 za.zuz(n 
4.45837 2.84765 l0o8 1t93i.J 29.12324 
4.69936 3. 31 Hf'lt llo.51253 33.02573 
4.71207 3 0 3799'• 11.66693 3 3. 9't62.7 
4.90526 3.82253 12.35')37 38.15661 
4. 97'.1. 3 3.94240 12. 1;4126 38.67731 
5.18927 4.48053 l3.33ll9 44 .. 47208 
5.253'76 4. 6092'~ 13.36088 .44.66319 
5.51-416 5.33872 14 ,,l\'3861 51 .. 8331? 

5.54053 5.40377 14. 1t(>.J62 52.UOH2 
5.67362 6.37962 15.~J8895 5~.87994 

6.004f)6 6.81000 15 .. 66107 6 0 • 7 4- f; ~'. 2 
6.l9!J62 7olil53~ l6of'.5382 69. 294lt2 
6.44293 a.rt3lO 1 ., • U .:1. H i. 9 Fi.Olol'-:1 

6.5032!) 84 't5850 1-1.96176 -,8.00361_ 
6.67023 9.826'10 16.96790 65. 70!t9~~ 
6.<;9848 10 .. 27926 1<J.05387 86.5.759·.-

7.42586 llo87'J58 20 .. 09526 94.44970 

7.581tl2 12 .. 5't53G 20.12580 94.89090 
7,.95269 l4 .. L2!H 1 

. i 
i 
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• '• :; 7 2 3 
-. 1t8Z9& 
.5000::> 
.51705 
.5:1439 
.. 54005 
.,55tt5H 
.5830.) 
.61007 
.63583 
.. 61:-()20 
• 6029 8 
.72_169 
• 1'~ ~; "r 9 
e ]f-t-6 1) A 

• 7624 0 
• 706:d 
.78737 
• 80911 2 
• 8259 7 
._86015 
.86465 
• 8932 1: 

.89126 
• 9 3 1-:.· 1t 1i· 

• 9709fl 
1.02279 
1 .. 06,1Fi2 
1. 09 1d36 
1.130/2 
1. Ei9 3~i 
1.162;'-:; 
l. 20 1t96 
1.26930 
1.31'/'97 
1.3(>893 
1.41Ytl 
l.4Ull2 
1.46703 
1.47910 
t .. 5436El 
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LaCu 2 

zero field 

0. 4 q - 20K 

C(J/1-lole-K) 

• 0033lt 
• 003:'d 
.00361.~ 

.00378 
.003<13 
.00402 
• 00't03 
.00409 
• 00 1t3!1' 

.. 00ft<-t5-
• OO't 70 
• oo·~ n~ 
.005(10 
.oo~>2B 
.00'5 1td 
.. OO'it~ R 
.00551) 
.0057'-1 
.0056( 
.,00580 
• 00593 
.00609 
.00620 
.00611 
.00627 
.00666 
.00696 
.00135 
.00799 
.Od79l 
.0017). 
• 008'.} 1t 

.00862 

.0091.9 

.00993 

.OlO'tH 

.OlOS4 

.01136 

.0112B 

.OllB<f 

.011.97 

.Ol263 

T(K) C(J/Hole-K) 

1 .. 63078 • 0 l'd-, 
L. 74861 .Ot5t9 
1. 975 1t3 .OlOcA 
2.02326 • 01 ')/,.l 

2.0ft581 .Ol9i'<J 

2. l2Jid .02115 
2. 1.4234 .0201.3 
2.?.0228 .022~>t 

2.241359 .O?.J 1tl 
2.28005 .OZY:ill 
2.29Yi2 • 02 3 71 
2.36102 .02 1-;9[1 

2.39036 .0?.5 1:6 
2. 1.0966 • 0262'• 
2 .. 114102 .02638 
2.5169~ f"l•}7'f/ . 

..... &.-. . 
2.~)2691 • 02 'l'f2 
2.54(>12 ~02CJ1ti 

2 .. 5')(J43 • 0 2 91J~, 
2 .. 66926 ... 03031 
2 .. 1li377 .03210 
2. 78 1i60 .033~)1 

2.8~5237 -· .. 03510 
2.9798.7 • 03833 
3.04&42 .04058 
3.16730 .04361 
3.2651o-9 .O't66 1-t 

3 .. 41692 .05l't~J 

3. 5 1t216 • 05_~·3 1< 

3. 782't0 .06282 
3.91604 .06671 
1t.06452 .073J6 
4.?.3435 .08003 
4.lt0799 .08092 
4.59920 .09856 
4.61617 .09911 
4.83528 • 11£6;! 
4.9738'-t .12057 
5.0'/JJH • 1.2 519 
5.21458 .1361'/ 
5.23902 .13891 
'J .. ?.f-1182 .141~2 
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LaCu 2 ~-0.44 - 20K (cont.) 

T(K) C ( J /t·1o l e- K) T(K) C ( J ll'1ol e-K) 

5. ~;9? j 1 • ll• ') l 0 l(L. 3? ?b fl l.OlUJ 1i 

5.7! 111·/ • 1(. 930 l \) ~ ~; 0 0 i) 2 l,.o:_)li_;o 

!) • g (}J .'j d .lBU.l 10 .. D906:-? 1 .. 1 t\ '}I! f 

6. 0 ;! :'> '; 3 .20280 ll .. (i?J70 I 
l.. z :_:,(I ! 8 

6.1l.l1.:t .2081~) 110 ?·<.l 1-t't2 J. e 3 (, '1 b 3 

6. 3 1tl·d6 .23030 11 "5 /; ll2 l.t.l-07~:5 

6. 4·~502 .25007 ll .. tHl066 1. ~ 1--t·::; 6G 

6.5UJ1Z .25671 1.2u06<J67 1.6113(;; 

6.76029 .28364 12.3g25ll 1.74177 

6.81726 .28025 12. <) ')6 [\ :, 2. 029')6 
1. 0 l. (· (J C) .31305 13 .. 0'1"fl6 2.03671 
1. 2 39 [J -, .34002 13. /9!t l 7 2 .~. l65 1 

7.27736 .34787 13.95926 2. 481. U• 

7 .. 51436 .37860 l4.52J5't 2. 791. t; T 

7.63H28 • 391t56 l't. ~2938 2. 90'.iGO 

7.77937 .41618 15.20780 3.223'.:3 

8.022D3 .45£-122 15.2·'dWf 3.24H70 
8.01dOB •'+6 092 15.91.477 3.6-fl01 

8.21362 r • 50 76 8 15. ').';()56 3.69'F'Yf 

8.38!.;'93 .528Qfj 16 .. ~in 7't 1 4.1Ltl62 

8.5'1106 • 563 ·rs l6 .. 6f~'{/(l 4' 1 f:. ,_ :~ 1] 

8.81<)72 .61290 1'1.3')191. 1h661C6 

8 • 89(r05 .63341 17 e 3r)B89 4. 7Q5 1t3 

·9.252!r8 .71240 lOo J.50J9 5.27061 

q.JllG5 .72417 l8 .. 3(Jt.<H7 5 • ·'t 3 (, :) t) 

9. 56~i00 .79359 16 .. 96:~6'{ 5.89501 
9. 81i052 .86617 19$ 1~4-492 6,.30121 

10.00195 .91195 l9.94H94 6. 72020 
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Table I. 

Terbium ethyl sulfate '~ 

T(K) (C _ 1.79112)/TJ 
T2 ' 

mJ/mole-K 

2.0 6.490 

3.0 6.495 

4.0 6.690. 

5.0 7.520 

6.0 8.503 

7.0 9.280 

8.0 9.708 

9.0 9.873 

10.0 9. 785 

11.0 9.483 

12.0 9.102 

13.0 8.690 

14.0 8.275 

15.0 7.858 

16.0 7.4;>0 

11 .o- 7.055 

18.0 6.670 

19.0 6.320 
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Table II 

Apiezon N grease 

T C/T3 4 (m.J/~-K ) 

0.5 0.02615 

1.0 0.02630 

1.5 0.02661 

2.0 0.02741 

2.5 0.02870 

3.0 ,, 0.03010 

3.5 0.03112 

4.0 0.03182 

4.5 0.03200 

5.0 0~03189 

6.0 0.03142 

7.0 0.02990 

8.0 0.02805 

9.0 0.02620 

10.0 0.02431 

11.0 0.02244 

12.0 0.02071 

13.0 o. 01917 

14.0 0.01780 

15.0 0.01652 

16.0 0.01538 

17.0 0.01436 

18.0 0.01340 

19.0 0.01250 

20.0 0.01169 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. The heat capacity of Prcu2 in zero field and in 38 kOe. The ~ 

dashed curve represents the heat capacity of Lacu2• 

Fig. 2. The heat capacity of Prcu2 in zero magnetic field compared 

with a molecular field calculation for a Jahn-Teller distortion 

and with a Schottky anomaly. 

Fig. 3. Low temperature data on PrCu2 in several magnetic fields. 

Fig. 4. The_magnetic heat capacity of terbium ethyl sulfate. 

Fig. 5. The lattice heat capacity of terbium ethyl sulfate. 

Fig. 6. The heat capacity of Apiezon-N grease. 
( 

Fig. 7. ·The heat capacity of Apiezon-N grease. 

Fig. 8. Deviation of the heat capacity of Apiezon-N grease from the 

equation given in the text. 

Fig. 9. The heat capacity of Lacu2 • 

Fig. 10. The lattice heat capacity of Lacu2• 
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. PrCu 2 
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XBL 749-7273 

Fig., 7 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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